INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS
Prior to the Fieldtrip
1. For the Science on Ice lessons the class should be divided up into groups of 3 children each.
Classroom teachers should divide the class into these groups (possibly name groups with
ice/snow/frosty names) before arriving at the Palouse Ice Rink. Nametags would be helpful and
should include the group name and the student’s first name. Nametags need to be worn on the
outside of the warm jacket.
2. Children should wear winter coats, hats, mittens/gloves, snow pants and warm shoes/boots.
The rink will be cold. Heaters are available if it is really cold. Children may bring their own skates
to the skating session and are encouraged to bring their own bike helmets. Helmets must be worn
by all children. Helmets are available but we sometimes run short for the same size helmets, so if
the children have bike helmets please bring them.
3. Rental skates will be provided. Please be sure the children know their shoe sizes and
preference of figure skates or hockey skates. If they do not know, figure skates will be provided
since they tend to be easier to learn on. Helmets are required and will be provided.
4. Please have an appropriate number of chaperones for the field trip, whatever you feel is
needed for the ride to and from school and for providing assistance to the students during the
activities at the rink. There will be plenty of volunteers for the science lessons and skating time
provided by the ice rink, but the more adult supervision the better.
Day of the Fieldtrip
The school bus can park in front of the front doors of the ice rink. Upon your arrival, the children
will come in and sit on the bleachers. The instructors will meet you at the rink.
A porta-potty is available for bathroom needs or the bathroom in the main fairground building may
be used. Students should be supervised if they go to the main building.
The instructors for the Science On Ice portion is lead science instructor (alternative instructor as a
back-up) and the ice skating lessons will be taught by lead skating instructor. Several volunteers
will be at the rink to help and Palouse Ice Rink staff will be available if any needs arise.
After the Field Trip Follow up Activities in the Classroom
nd

Follow up lessons on the three topics (properties of water, Newton’s 2 law of motion, and
angular momentum) is recommended to reinforce the concepts presented. The data sheets filled
out by the children will be provided to the teacher for graphing the student’s measurements of
puck travel distance. Detailed classroom activities will be provided. We encourage the follow-up
lessons to be sure the children understand the concepts taught.
A thank you note to Sponsor will be required from students to demonstrate appreciation for this
free field trip and can be sent to Sponsor’s address.
Questions: Rink Manager Bryan Hawn,"208-882-7188 or"palouserinkmanager@gmail.com."

"
"

Follow%up%class%room%activities.%
%Science on Ice Field Trip Follow-up Lesson
Thank you for participating in the Science on Ice Field trip which was sponsored
by sponsor name. A thank you note to Sponsor will be required from students to
demonstrate appreciation for this free field trip and can be sent to Sponsor’s
address. If your class would also like to thank the volunteers, please send a note
to Science on Ice c/o Local Ice Arena.
Newton on Ice activity
During the “Newton on Ice” activity, students shot different weight hockey pucks
out of slingshots. The slingshots were supposed to be pulled back the same
amount for each shot, so the force on the pucks was the same.
Concepts:
•
•
•

F = m x a (a force acting on a mass causes it to accelerate)

A constant force acting on different size masses will create different
accelerations
Given a constant force acting on a mass, the less the mass the greater the
acceleration
On the surface of the ice rink where friction is reduced, greater initial
acceleration should translate to greater distance traveled

Procedures for Analyzing Data
Students collected data while shooting the four different mass pucks. They need
to graph this data to have a visual representation of the investigation so they can
determine what relationship force, mass, and distance traveled have to each
other.
Depending upon the graphing skills of the students, provide assistance as
needed to produce a bar graph similar to the one below.

First shot and Second shot bars should be different colors. Note that the graph
above uses typical data, so student graphs will reflect the distances they
recorded.
Analysis and Conclusions
There are many variables in this investigation including that only two data points
were gathered for each different hockey puck. The results may not be “clean” like
many controlled classroom labs. Thus you need to help students do a thorough
job in trying to figure out why they got the results they did.
Ideally, if they applied the same force with each shot, the lighter the puck the
greater the acceleration and thus the further the puck should travel. In reality, the
lightest puck will also react more to imperfections on the surface of the ice, so a
slightly heavier puck may travel further as it “plows through” the bumps and ice
chips. (Physicists would refer to the “momentum” of the puck.)
Allow students to discuss their graphs and to interpret the results. Don’t tell them
any answers until they have discussed it among themselves and have come to
conclusions. Then have a full class discussion to compare results and come to a
consensus, if possible.
The take-away lesson you want the students to understand is the relationship
force, mass, and acceleration have to each other. Use these formulas to help
illustrate the relationships: (note that force (F) is constant—the same in both
equations)

F=mxa

a force applied to a smaller mass creates greater

acceleration

F=mxa

a force applied to a larger mass creates less acceleration

If students are comfortable with fractions, you can substitute numbers for the
letter variables

12 = 2 x 6
12 = 4 x 3
Putting units with the numbers may be challenging to understand, so make sure
students understand that the numbers are not “bare” but stand for specific
measurements like how much force, the mass of an object, or how fast the
object is going. (Note: Acceleration is not the same as speed, but for the simple
point we are trying to make, students can think of the rate at which the puck
leaves the slingshot as “speed.”)

Student Worksheet
When you pass out the student worksheet, you may want to take a moment to
define and discuss some terms with your students. You can also wait to discuss
these terms after students have worked in their groups to answer the questions.
Mass vs Weight: For this investigation, mass and weight are synonymous, but
since we introduce Newton’s famous F = ma equation, we try to use the term
mass. A quick discussion about the differences between the two will probably
suffice, or you can just tell the students that mass or weight is how heavy the
pucks were. Make sure not to tell students that there is no weight in “space.” This
is a common misconception. Weight is the measure of gravity, and while the pull
of gravity decreases with distance, it still attracts objects even at great distances.
What most students think of as “no gravity” is actually picturing astronauts in
free-fall around Earth.
Force: A push or pull on an object. The elastic in the slingshots pushed the pucks
down the ice, therefore exerting a force on the puck.
Trend: Students should discover trends from their data. For example, as the
mass of the puck increases, the puck didn’t travel as far. But the students may
have found that there were exceptions to this trend, and they need to identify
these exceptions. Question #2 asks them to do this, along with describing what
the exception was (e.g. one of the lighter pucks actually traveled less far than a
heavier puck.) In question #3, we ask for the students to try to explain why those
exceptions may have occurred (imperfections in the ice, elastic not pulled back
the same amount, etc.) If no exceptions were found, students can simple note
this.
Relationship: Once students have tried to answer question #4, make sure they
understand what we mean by “relationship.” This is where the F = ma equations
above come in handy. By using the same size “F” but changing the size of the
“m” or “a” students should start to understand that given the same force, mass
and acceleration are inversely proportional (not necessarily in those terms. !)
You should extend this to “real world” examples, like what would happen if you
put a big, heavy, powerful V-8 Suburban engine into a small lightweight Neon
car? Obviously the Neon would gain weight compared to its normal engine, but
the power (force) provided by the huge engine on such a lightweight vehicle
would make it accelerate much faster than that same engine working in the
heavier Suburban.
Students do not have data to analyze for the other two science activities they did
while at the ice rink, but some discussion of the science concepts may be helpful
to reinforce the ideas. Try to catch any misunderstandings that might have
occurred and have students try to expand upon their understanding by
suggesting other activities in which the same science concepts apply.
States of Matter activity

While we mostly focused on water changing phase (solid, liquid, and gas)
students also saw solid carbon dioxide (CO2) or dry ice also changing phase
through a process called sublimation, going directly from a solid to a gas.
Students should be able to talk about what happens to the molecules of a
substance as it changes from a gas to a liquid to a solid. The molecular motion
slows because energy (heat) is withdrawn from the system, and the molecules
start “sticking together” more. Students should make the connections between
energy – molecular motion – temperature – change of state.
Ideas for follow-up activities
1. Make Jello. Students all probably know that Jello is made by mixing water with the Jello
mix, then placing the bowl of liquid into the refrigerator. After a few hours, the Jello is
solid. You could make one bowl of Jello ahead of time so it has solidified, then make from
scratch a new bowl of Jello in class and place the bowl into the refrigerator. Ask students
to write the steps you used to make the Jello. Also ask them to describe the science
processes involved. These may include measuring, dissolving, and removing heat by
refrigerating. After students have finished their analysis of Jello production, you can take
out the bowl of solid Jello and everyone can have a treat. While students are enjoying
their treat, ask them to hold some Jello in their mouth for 20 seconds. What happens to
the solid Jello? It melts. Why?

Rotational Motion activity
Rotational motion is a complex subject to approach at the elementary grades, but
the underlying concepts are pretty straightforward and students will have seen
examples beyond those they experienced at the ice rink. Students probably have
seen acrobats, gymnasts, dancers, and half-pipe skateboarders tuck in their
arms and scrunch-up their bodies while spinning in the air. By keeping their arms
and legs tucked close to their center of mass and center of rotation, these
athletes are able to rotate faster. This is because just like linear momentum,
angular momentum (or the momentum of rotation) is conserved. Angular
momentum depends on the speed of the rotation and the distribution of
weight from the center of mass. Through conservation, if the distribution of the
mass changes, the rotational speed must also change.
From the science demonstrations and by watching and analyzing the figure
skater while spinning, students should have come away with the basic idea that if
you spin and tuck your arms into your body, you will spin faster. When you
spread your arms out, you slow down.
Ideas for follow-up activities
1.

This web page from “Circus Physics” has a fun 2-minute video that shows lots of
examples of rotational motion, many of them in slow motion video. It also has some
follow-up discussion questions and possible activities, some of which might be
appropriate for your grade-level students.

http://www.pbs.org/opb/circus/classroom/circus-physics/activity-guide-conservation-angularmomentum/

Since this web address is so long, if you do a web search for “Circus Physics Angular
Momentum” you will find it.
You can also do a similar activity as was done at the ice rink with the rotating disk and handweights. You can use a rotating stool or rotating desk chair to show the same demonstration.
Safety is a big concern when doing this. Make sure the stool or chair is placed on a flat surface
and that the student in the chair is turned fairly slowly. If a chair is used that has roller feet,
placing it on a carpeted surface works well to keep the feet from also turning. Make sure the
turner (mostly likely the teacher) spins the student in the direction of rotation and doesn’t push
them horizontally, or the stool/chair and student will crash to the floor. The student can hold a text
book in each hand at arm’s length and spin them slowly, then instruct the student to bring the
books close to their body. What happens?

!

Slingshot*Construction*Diagrams*
Hockey'puck'slingshot'
The*hockey*puck*slingshot*is*made*from*two*pieces*of*7/16*in,*11*mm*finished*(one@side)*

plywood*glued*together,*we*used*birch*veneer*plywood*but*any*type*will*work*(Figure*C@1).*
Holes*for*the*surgical*rubber*tubing*can*be*made*with*a*router*bit*before*gluing*the*two*pieces*
together.*The*other*holes*can*be*made*after*gluing*with*a*drill.*Two*coats*of*a*polyurethane*is*
sufficient*to*protect*the*plywood.**After*construction*is*complete,*we*added*four**1.5*in,*38*mm*
square*adhesive*sand*paper*(100*grit)*attached*to*bottom*four*corners*to*add*friction*to*the*
slingshot*when*on*the*ice.*
*

18!in,!460!mm

9/16!in,!15!
mm!
2!pieces!of!7/16!in,!
11!mm!finished!
plywood!glued!
together,!with!four!!
1.5!in,!38!mm!square!
adhesive!sand!paper!
attached!to!bottom!

1.25!in,!32!mm!
10.8!cm!

5/16!in,!8!
mm!

7/16!in,!10!mm!
surgical!tubing!

Figure!C)1.!Hockey!puck!slingshot!detail.!
!
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¼!x!2!in,!5!x!50!mm!carriage!bolt!and!tee!
nut!
1/8!in,!3!mm!diam.!x!25!
!
in,!630!mm!braided!line!

*
*
*
Curling'stone'sling'shot'

The*curling*stone*slingshot*is*made*from*two*pieces*of*7/16*in,*11*mm*finished*(one@side)*

plywood*with*an*internal*sturdy*blocking*system*glued*and*screwed*together,*again*birch*veneer*
plywood*works*fine*but*any*type*will*work*(Figure*C@2).*Cold*weather*bungee*cord*is*used*to*
propel*the*curling*stone.*A*piece*of*rubber*flooring*can*be*used*for*the*curling*stone*pouch.**A*
load*line*is*used*to*pull*the*tension*on*the*bungee*cord*and*a*release*line*is*used*to*release*the*
snap*buckle*(Figure*C@3).**Two*coats*of*polyurethane*are*sufficient*to*protect*the*plywood.**
*
*
*

!
Figure!C)2.!Curling!stone!slingshot!detail.!
*

!
!
Figure!C)3!Details!of!rubber!slingshot!pouch!for!the!curling!stone!and!launching!apparatus.!!
!
*
!

Hockey'Puck'Slingshot'Student'Data'Sheet'

Hockey'Puck'Data'Sheet

!

!

Names
Date

School

Hockey Puck

Puck Weight (Grams)

Distance (Feet)

Foam puck
Foam puck
Blue puck
Blue puck
Black puck
Black puck
Orange puck
Orange puck
Force'has'the'units'of'Newtons'which'are'also'known'as'kilogram'meters'per'second'
''
squared.'
For'the'equation'F'='m'x'a'to'work'the'units'of'mass'must'be'in'kilograms'and'the'units'
of'acceleration'must'be'in'meters'per'second'squared.'Friction'that'slows'the'hockey'puck'
speed'can'be'represented'by'negative'acceleration'values.'
''
'

Here'are'some'conversions:'
1'kilogram'='1000'grams'
''
''
1'foot'='0.31'meters'
1'Newton'='0.2'pounds'of'force'
For'example'multiply'the'distance'in'feet'by'0.31'and'the'result'will'be'distance'in'meters.'
!

23#February#2013#
Science&on&Ice!Hands'On!Field!Trip!Brings!Students!to!the!Coolest!Place!in!Town!
P.R.#Robichaud,#P.#Allan,#W.#Lawrence,#M.M.#Lovett#
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Appendices!
Appendix!A#Materials!and!Supplies#
! Laptop,#PowerPoint#projector,#extension#cord,#power#strip#
! Screen#for#viewing#presentation#4#ft#X#6#ft#(1.2#m#X#1.8#m)#or#white#wall#
! Three#15Ogallon#sized#(60#l)#plastic#tubs#with#lids#for#storing#most#materials#used#in#the#
Science&on&Ice#program.#These#are#stored#at#the#ice#arena#if#possible.#
Speed!of!Diffusion!Through!Water!
! 20#oz#(600OmL)#Pyrex#beakers#
! Dropper#bottles#(0.3#fl#oz;#9#mL)#of#various#colors#of#food#dye#(yellow,#green,#red,#blue)#
! Large#clock#with#second#hand#or#digital#clock#with#seconds#
! Paper#towels#
! Pitchers#of#water##
Molecule!Dispersion!Through!Air!!
! 8#fl#oz#(240#ml)#spray#bottle#of#perfume#
! CO2#refill#cartridge#available#from#genuineinnovations.com#
Dry!Ice!(CO2)!Demonstration!
! 2O3#lbs#(1O1.5#kg)#of#dry#ice#(CO2,#pellets#or#solid#block)#in#an#appropriate#cooler#
(Styrofoam#shipping#cooler#11#in#X#9#in#X#7#in;#28#cm#X#23#cm#X#18#cm)#
! Insulated#gloves#to#hold#dry#ice#
! NonOcontact#infrared#thermometer#(Kintrex#IRT0421#NonOContact#Infrared#
Thermometer#with#laser#targeting,#distance#to#spot#size#12:1,#available#from#numerous#
web#sites)#
! 2#gal#(7.5#l)#clear#glass#jar#filled#approximately#three#quarters#with#water#(product###
69372T#Anchor#Hocking#clear#glass#jar#with#lid,#www.anchorhocking.com),#256#oz/2#gal,#
ht.#13#in#(33#cm),#diam.#9#in#(22#cm)#

! Food#dye#dropper,#any#color#(0.3#fl#oz;#9#mL)#
Newton!on!Ice,!Hockey!Puck!Slingshot!Station!!
! 30Oft#(9#m)#long#3/8”#(9#mm)#ropes,#marked#with#permanent#blue#ink#at#oneOft#intervals#
and#permanent#red#ink#at#fiveOft#intervals#(alternatively#marked#with#permanent#blue#ink#
at#0.5#m#intervals#and#permanent#red#ink#at#1#m#intervals)#
! 25Oft#(8#m)#tape#measures#
! Small#blankets#or#towels,#folded#into#approximately#2x2#feet#(0.6#m)#squares#
! Hockey#puck#slingshots#(see#Appendix#C#for#description#and#construction#information)#
! Hockey#pucks#(8O10#for#each#weight)#in#four#weights/colors:#lightweight#foam#black#(1.1#
oz;#31#g),#youth#blue#(4.3#oz;#122#g),#regulation#black#(5.6#oz;#160#g),#training#orange#(9.6#
oz;#272#g)##
! Clipboards#with#Hockey#Puck#Slingshot#data#sheets#(Appendix#B)#
! Sharpened#pencils#
Angular!Momentum!
! Wooden#inclined#plane#24#in#(60#cm)#length,#18#in#(45#cm)#width,#height#+/O#5#in#(13#cm)#
made#from#1/4#in#(6#mm)#plywood#with#2#in#(5#cm)#by#4#in#(10#cm)#support#
! Two#6#in#(15#cm)#diam.,#1#lb#(0.45#kg)#disks,#one#solid#and#one#ring#with#the#same#mass#
and#available#from#Sargent#Welch#at#http://sargentwelch.com/ringO038OdiskOmomentO
ofOinertiaOdemonstratorOcenco/p/IG0037937/#
! Spinning#standOon#platform#available#from#Science#First,#Buffalo,#NY;#
www.sciencefirst.com#
! Two#1#lb#(0.45#kg)#handheld#weights#
Large!Scale!Curling!Stone!Slingshot!
! Large#slingshot;#see#Appendix#C#for#description#and#construction#information##
! Two#curling#stones,#one#youth#(22#lb;#10#kg)#curling#stone#and#one#adult#(44#lb;#20#kg)#
stone#
! Wood#board#2#in#(5#cm)#by#8#in#(20#cm)#by#6#to#8#ft#(180#to#240#cm)#length#to#brace#the#
large#slingshot#against#the#dasher#boards.#This#board#can#be#used#by#the#launch#person#
to#sit#on#while#pulling#back#on#the#rubber#bungee#cords.#

